An APKIC delegation attended the 42nd CA/Browser Forum Face-to-Face Meeting. The CA/Browser Forum is a voluntary group of certification authorities (CAs), vendors of internet browser software, and suppliers of other applications that use X.509 v.3 digital certificate for SSL/TLS and code signing.

The 42nd CA/Browser Forum Face-to-Face Meeting, organized by Chunghwa Telecom (a CA/Browser Forum member as well as a APKIC Member), brings CA/Browser Forum members together to update current developments of web PKI, share working group progress, and to deliberate policy, guidelines, and means of implementation for best practices as a way of providing a heightened security for internet and creating a more intuitive method of displaying secure websites to Internet users.

As invited guests, the APKIC delegation introduced the background of our consortium, our Chairperson (Thailand), Vice Chairperson (Hong Kong, India and Macao), and other members (Bangladesh, China, India, Iran, Japan, Korea and Taiwan) in an effort to help browser vendors better understand our members for the inclusion of their Root Certificate Trust Programs. The APKIC Delegation gracefully received welcome by the Chairperson of CA/Browser Forum.